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QUESTION 1

A customer has three 4-node HPE 3PAR arrays. Two of the arrays are deployed at a primary site, and the third array is
deployed at a disaster recovery site. Both arrays at the primary site are replicated to the single array at the disaster 

recovery site. 

All replication is asynchronous periodic. All arrays are utilizing 4 RCIP links for replication. 

The customer needs to add a third array at the primary site. They would like to use the existing array at the disaster
recovery site as a replication target for this additional array. 

What must the architect consider to meet this customer requirement? 

A. A single pair of RCIP ports on one array can have a Remote Copy relationship with up to two other arrays 

B. Remote Copy fan-in ratios of greater than 2:1 are only supported with RCIP when using 10 Gb Ethernet links 

C. Arrays involved in a Remote Copy relationship must have the same number of node pairs 

D. Asynchronous streaming replication must be used for Remote Copy fan-in ratios greater than 2:1 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer has two HPE Nimble arrays that are replication partners. The replication schedule is set to every hour. 

After replication completed at 1:00pm, the array at the primary site suffers a power failure. 

Applications were failed over successfully by the administrators, and production continued on the secondary site array
as designed. 

At 3:00pm, the power was restored to the primary site array. 

What does the administrator need to do first to restore services in the primary site? 

A. Perform handover from the secondary array to the primary array 

B. Create a new replication partnership from the primary array to the secondary array 

C. Create a new replication partnership from the secondary array to the primary array 

D. Perform a failback of the existing replication partnership to the primary array 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has a Tier 1 application that has high bandwidth and is sensitive to latency. 



The customer needs a solution to support this application. The solution must support replication between two sites over
dark fiber links and support an RPO of zero. 

Which solution meets the customer requirements? 

A. dual HPE 3PAR 9450 arrays with data replicated using RCFC 

B. dual Nimble AF40 arrays with data replicated over FC 

C. dual HPE 3PAR 8400 arrays with data replicated using iSCSI 

D. dual Nimble HF20 arrays with data replicated over iSCSI 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer has HPE B-series switches and is not interested in Extended Fabric licenses for edge switches. They have
sites over 10km apart. Which SAN extension technology should you recommend? 

A. FC over DWDM 

B. FC over CWDM 

C. FCoE 

D. FCIP 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/GetPDF.aspx/c04499584.pdf 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer needs a data recovery solution for their HPE 3PAR array. They have the following requirements: RPO
needs to be within three hours RTO needs to be within three hours There is no need for offsite data archive They will
have a limited maintenance window 

Which solution meets all of the customer needs? 

A. HPE 3PAR StoreServ with RMC 

B. HPE StoreOnce 

C. HPE StoreAll 

D. HPE StoreEver 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 



QUESTION 6

You are starting an assessment to design a new multi-storage environment for a customer. You have collected data on
all the current arrays using SAF collector. What should be the next step in your design process? 

A. Open the .zip file with NinjaSTARS 

B. Import the .zip file into OCA 

C. Send the .zip file to OCAImport@hpe.com 

D. Upload the .zip file to the SAF Portal 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer has a solution from another vendor. The customer ran into issues of a disproportionally high failure rate of
media keeping logfile data. The issue also appeared in the second array, to which the data is being replicated. The
customer specifically asks you for a solution that will not have this same issue. Which feature of HPE 3PAR arrays
should you emphasize? 

A. creating snapshots on different physical disks 

B. wide striping data across controllers and disks 

C. ASIC accelerated thin provisioning 

D. inline compression and data packing 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

A customer has two HPE Nimble arrays that are replication partners. The customer suffers a complete outage on the
source array. What does the administrator need to do to make the most recent snapshot available? 

A. Verify the automatic failover occurred 

B. Promote the target snapshot 

C. Demote the source snapshot 

D. Perform a handover between the arrays 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 



QUESTION 9

A customer needs to replace their outdated storage arrays. 

Which resource provides the necessary information to properly size a solution? 

A. HPE NinjaCrawler 

B. HPE Ninja Stars for Nimble 

C. HPE Storage Sizer 

D. HPE Storage Assessment Foundry 

Correct Answer: D  

 

QUESTION 10

You are proposing a replication solution to a customer. A competitor offers a solution based on storage virtualization
appliances. What should you stress about an HPE 3PAR replication solution in regard to the competitor\\'s proposal? 

A. It will add on-the-fly encryption and compression to data being replicated outside the customer\\'s DC 

B. It means less overhead for management and monitoring 

C. It offers best-in-class backup and restore capabilities 

D. It offers superior virtualization of 3rd party storage arrays 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer has an aging Fibre Channel SAN from one vendor and a separate iSCSI SAN from another vendor. The
customer wants to upgrade to a single vendor that will allow them to manage the SAN through a single vendor
management 

console. 

Which solution should you recommend? 

A. one HPE Nimble iSCSI group federated to an HPE 3PAR for Fibre Channel 

B. one HPE Nimble Storage Fibre Channel Group and one HPE Nimble Storage iSCSI Group 

C. one HPE Nimble Fibre Channel group federated to an HPE 3PAR for iSCSI 

D. one HPE Nimble Storage Group that has a Fibre Channel port and a ISCSI pool 

Correct Answer: B 

 



QUESTION 12

For customers, what are the benefits of developing a company compliance policy? (Select two.) 

A. reduced head count 

B. minimized losses 

C. improved security 

D. improved agility 

E. increased time to market 

Correct Answer: BC 
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